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By Barbara Honegger, Naval Postgraduate School Public Affairs
MONTEREY, Calif. (NNS) -- Anywhere else, "The Eagle Has Landed" invokes images of man's first landing on
the moon. But for the Naval Postgraduate School and NPS military instructor, Lt. Cmdr. Chris Eagle, it has two
entirely different meanings.
To the former A-6E Intruder bombardier, it meant a safe return to the boat. And as an ace instructor at the Navy's
corporate university, it's now also the reaction to a watershed event in the former naval flight officer's soaring
academic career.
Eagle, a 1995 NPS graduate in computer science, is the first military instructor to win NPS's prestigious student-
juried Rear Adm. John Jay Schieffelin Award for Teaching Excellence. Equally distinguishing, he received the
honor from Undersecretary of Defense Dr. Dov Zakheim at the School's historic 200th commencement exercises.
Eagle's officer students give the network attack/defense and network security expert unprecedented high marks.
"Lt. Cmdr. Eagle is a brilliant teacher whose level of knowledge in computer science is nothing less than genius,"
said Lt. John Thompson. "His unspoken rule is he will always work as hard as you do.
"I became so enthusiastic about programming and computer science after taking his course, I decided to change
my degree path to computer science. But Lt. Cmdr. Eagle is also a military mentor extraordinaire. He's 'one of
those guys' you try to emulate, simply because he is the best at what he does and you know he will always do
the right thing. Because of his support and belief in my abilities, I have been able to go places and do things in
the military that I never dreamed possible."
"Professor Eagle is truly a 'natural' teacher," agreed Information Systems student U.S. Army Capt. Bill Eger. "He
can sense when there is confusion or misunderstanding even without you having to ask. This is combined with a
technical expertise matching that of tenured professors, especially his ability to take a complicated process,
break it into logical steps and explain those steps, and then put it all back together for students to easily see and
comprehend the 'big picture.'"
"Lt. Cmdr. Eagle has the unique ability to understand the strengths and weaknesses of his target audience and
dynamically adjust his teaching style and content to accommodate them," said Lt. Cmdr. Mike Shumann. "He is
an extremely effective instructor who puts a tremendous amount of effort into each of his classes."
When asked the secret of his success, Eagle responded after a characteristically thoughtful pause.
"I'm genuinely dedicated to my students' learning and understanding," he said. "I take each class and every
course as a personal challenge to frame difficult subjects in a way that the students can easily grasp. And they
know they can ask me any question relevant to the course. If I don't know the answer, I'll do whatever it takes to
learn and come back and teach them."
NPS faculty and top administrators give Eagle equally high marks.
"Chris Eagle is a truly exceptional teacher who's able to incorporate his experience on the flight line and in the
cockpit with complex theoretical computer science topics," said NPS Provost Dr. Richard Elster. "His faculty
colleagues have the highest respect for him."
That faculty reaction is summed up by Professor Wayne Hughes, also NPS Acting Dean of Operational and
Information Science. "Not only is Chris Eagle an exemplary teacher, he's been a splendid interim chair of the
computer science department," Hughes said. "He's mature beyond his years, fair and impartial -- always aiming
for the best interests of the department and NPS."
Eagle received his BSE degree in computer engineering from the University of Michigan, in 1985. After
graduating he was commissioned as an ensign in the U.S. Navy and attended flight training school in Pensacola,
Fla. Upon receiving his wings in 1987, Eagle was named Student Naval Flight Officer of the Year by the Chief of
Naval Air Training. He served in a number of squadron and fleet assignments in both the Pacific and Atlantic
commands, including 38 combat missions in Operation Desert Storm, and was named Fleet Replacement
Bombardier/Navigator of the Year for 1988.
In 1993, Eagle began a two-year tour at the Naval Postgraduate School, where he earned a master of science
degree in computer science in 1995, graduating with honors as recipient of the Rear Adm. Grace Murray Hopper
Information Technology Award for Academic Achievement. Eagle was then assigned to Commander 2nd Fleet,
where he served two years as future operations officer before returning to NPS as a military instructor in the
Computer Science Department, where he is currently acting chair.
For more Naval Postgraduate School news, go to www.news.navy.mil/local/nps.
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